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ABSTRACT 
A graph G is called strongly geodetic if two arbitrary vertices are connected by at 
most one path of length less than or equal to the diameter of G. It is proved that a 
strongly geodetic graph is either a forest or a regular graph with a finite diameter. 
Further, regular strongly geodetic graphs with finite diameters (so-called tied graphs) 
are studied in detail. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A connected graph is defined by means of the existence of a path between 
an arbitrary pair of vertices; a forest can be defined on the basis of 
uniqueness of the paths. Both conditions are fulfilled in the case of trees. 
Similarly, as we can consider various forms of connectedness, we can 
consider distinct weaker forms of uniqueness of paths, for example: 
A. Two arbitrary vertices with distance ~ 2 are connected by at most 
one shortest path. A graph with this property will be called weakly 
geodetic. The structure of weakly geodetic graphs fulfilling a further 
condition (so-called Ptolemaic graphs) was studied by Kay and Chartrand 
[8]. 
B. Two arbitrary vertices are connected by at most one shortest path. 
These graphs are called geodetic (see [8] and [9, p. 105]). 
C. Two arbitrary vertices are connected by at most one path of length 
less than or equal to the diameter of the graph. We shall call the graphs 
with this property strongly geodetic. Alternative definitions are given below. 
Our article is devoted to the study and classification of strongly geodetic 
graphs. 
We shall consider only undirected graphs. The set of all vertices of 
graph G will be denoted by V~; the set of all edges of G by Ec 9 The notion 
of path and arc is used in the sense of [9]. The number of edges in a path 
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[arc] is called the length of the path [arc]. The distance pa(u, v) between 
vertices u, v ~ Vc is the length of a shortest path between u and v; i fu and v 
are not connected, we define pc(u, v) = ~0- The degree de(v) of a vertex 
v ~ Vo is defined as the cardinality of the set of all edges incident with v, 
where loops are counted as two edges. I f  Vo 3 & 0 and all vertices of G 
are of equal degree, then G is said to be a regular graph. 
Any graph G can be assigned a triple (gG, do, ko) of cardinal numbers 
in the following way: 
go (the girth of G) is the length of a shortest circuit of G; if G has no 
circuits, i.e., if G is a forest, we put go = l~0 9 
do (the degree of G) is defined as the 
sup do(v), 
v~ V~ 
i,e., the supremum of degrees of vertices of G. The symbol sup (i.e., the 
least upper bound) is related to the class of all cardinal numbers. 
ka (the diameter of G) = sup pc(u, v), 
U,qg~ V G 
i.e., the supremum of all distances in G. 
If  the degree of G is d and its diameter is k, we say that G is of type 
(d, k). In [1] and [6], these graphs were called (d, k)-graphs. 
By Gn,2 we denote the Petersen graph (see, for example, [5], [7]). By GT, 2 
we denote the regular graph of degree 7 with diameter 2, which has 50 
vertices, constructed by Hoffman and Singleton in [7]. 
2. PROPERTIES OF STRONGLY GEODETIC GRAPHS 
LEMMA 1. I f  G has finite diameter k, contains no circuit of length 
<~ 2k, and there exists a path P of length k + 1 between vertices u, v, 
then pc(u, v) = k and there exists between u and v an arc P' of  length k, 
which forms with P a circuit of length 2k + 1. 
PROOF~ The case k = 0 is trivial and therefore we can suppose k ~ 1 
As G does not contain any circuit Of length ~< 2k, P must be an arc. 
Further, because the diameter of G is k, between u and v there exists an 
arc P'  of length ~< k. Owing to the non-existence of circuits of length 
< 2k + 1, the union of P and P'  is a circuit of length 2k + 1. Hence the 
length of P'  is exactly k and po(u, v) -~ k. 
LEMMA 2. The following:three assertions are equivalent for an arbitrary 
graph G: 
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(1) Any two vertices of G are connected by at most one path of length <~ k~. 
(2) G does not contain any circuit of length <~ 2ka . 
(3) The girth of G is either 2k~ + 1 or R o . 
PROOF: Obviously (1) and (2) are equivalent and (3) implies (2). We shall 
prove that (2) implies (3). I f  G does not contain any circuit or if kc= 0, 
then obviously (3) is fulfilled; hence we can suppose that G contains a 
circuit and k~ @ 0. Let us consider any circuit of G; according to (2) 
its length is ~ 2kc -5 1. If  its length is 2ka -[- 1, the proof is finished. 
I f  its length is ~ 2kc -5 2, then we choose on the circuit any arc of length 
ka + 1. Owing to Lemma 1, we can complete this arc by another arc of 
length ka to a circuit of length 2ka § I. The lemma is proved. 
REMARK. From Lemma 2 it follows that the notion of a strongly 
geodetic graph can be defined by means of each of the properties (1), (2), 
or (3). 
THEOREM 1. Let G be a strongly geodetic graph. Then G is either a forest 
or a regular graph with a finite diameter. 
PROOF"  
Step L Let G be a strongly geodetic graph and suppose that G is not a 
forest. Hence G contains a circuit. It follows from Lemma 2, statement (3), 
that G has a finite diameter k = kc and contains a circuit C of length 
2k q- 1. Since G has a finite diameter, it is connected. For k = 0 all graphs 
are regular; hence we can suppose k ~ 1. 
Step 11. At first we prove that two arbitrary vertices a and b, at 
distance pc(a, b) = k, are of equal degree. Choose an arc A of length k 
connecting a and b. Suppose that d, 3~: db and let do < d~. Since G is 
connected and k ~ 1, we have da ~ 1, hence db ~ 2. As k ~ I, it 
follows from Lemma 2, statement (2), that G does not contain any loops 
or multiple edges. Therefore there exist vertices adjacent with b which 
do not lie on A. Denote the set of all such vertices by  U. For  any u ~ U 
we obviously can complete the arc A by adding an edge and the vertex u 
to an arc A~ of length k § 1 connecting a and u. Owing to Lemma 1, 
to every arc A~ there exists an arc A" of length k, which connects a and u. 
Since G does not contain any circuit of length ~< 2k, any two of the arcs A~, 
cannot have a common vertex different from a and the arcs A', have no 
common vertex with A different from a. For any u E U there exists on A', 
a vertex adjacent o a; consequently da ~ d~. But this is a contradiction. 
Step 11I. Now we prove that all vertices of C are of equal degree. The 
circuit C can be assigned the sequence of vertices 
(U 0 , Vl , /32 , . . . ,  /32k , V2k+l , . . . )  
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So that for any i >~ 0 we have: v i and vi+ 1 are adjacent, vi =fi- vi+2, and 
vi = v~+ek+l. Let us choose from this sequence a finite subsequence 
S = (vj(~+l)) where j = 0, 1 ..... 2k. Assume that two elements of S are 
equal, e.g., 
Vj(k+l) = Vm(k+l) ;
then we have j ( k  + l) ~ m(k + 1) (mod(2k + 1)), but under the condi- 
tions 0 ~ j ~ 2k, 0 ~ m ~ 2k, this is possible only i f j  -= m. Thus the 
vertices of S are mutually different and, since the number of them is 
2k + 1, they represent all vertices of C. 
Between any two consecutive vertices of S there exists an arc of length 
k + 1. Owing to Lemma 1, the distance between such vertices is k and 
hence, according to the second part of our proof, these vertices are of equal 
degree. 
Step IV. We prove that all vertices of G are of equal degree. According 
to Step II I  it is sufficient o prove that for each vertex v there exists a 
vertex u ~ C so that d, = du 9 Graph G is connected and hence there 
exists an arc A' from v to some vertex v, ~ C. Obviously, we can suppose 
that any inner vertex of the arc A' does not lie on C. Put p(v, vi) = r 
(obviously 0 ~ r ~< k). Then there exists an arc of length k + 1 from v 
to vi+k-~.+l 9 This arc consists of the arc A' and of a section of circuit C. 
According to Lemma 1 we have 
p(v,  Vi+k__r+l) = k. 
Hence from Step II it follows that 
dv ~ dvi+k_,.+i 
and the theorem is proved. 
3. TIED GRAPHS 
Theorem 1 indicates that the following definition can be useful: 
A strongly geodetic regular graph with a finite diameter will be called 
a tied graph. 
Let the finite cardinals d, k and a graph G of type (d, k) with n vertices 
be given. It is well known that 
k 
(4) n =< 1 +d~(d- -  1) '-1 .
r 
I n [7 ]  those graphs were studied for  which the equality holds in (4) 
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(so-called Moore graphs; see also [1-6, 10]. In the following we shall 
show that these graphs form special cases of tied graphs. 
THEOREM 2. The following two assertions are equivalent: 
(.4) G is a Moore graph; 
(B) G is a finite non-empty tied graph. 
PROOF: 
(A) implies (B). If G is a Moore graph of type (at, k) then from the 
definition it follows that G is a finite non-empty graph and has a finite 
diameter (hence it is connected). Suppose that the degree of one vertex v 
is less than d, or that v lies on a circuit of length ~ 2k. Then it is impossible 
from the vertex v to reach 
1r 
l+dZ(d- -  1) *-1 
vertices using arcs of length ~ k (see [7]). This is a contradiction because 
of the definition of Moore graphs. Therefore G is regular and strongly 
geodetic, i,e., a tied graph. 
(B) implies (A). Let G be a finite non-empty tied graph of degree d 
(and with a finite diameter k). We shall prove that G is a Moore graph of 
type (d, k). Choose an arbitrary vertex v. Obviously, there exist d vertices 
at distance 1 from v, d (d -  1) vertices at distance 2 from v, and generally 
d(d -  1) i-1 vertices at distance i (i---- 1, 2 ..... k) from v, All mentioned 
vertices are distinct because of condition (I) of Lemma 2. Therefore in (4) 
we have equality; hence G is a Moore graph. Q.E.D. 
4. CLASSIFICATION OF STRONGLY GEODETIC GRAPHS 
THEOREM 3. A graph G is strongly geodetic if and only if one of the 
.following 8 cases occurs: 
1 o. G is a forest. 
2 o. G is a complete graph. 
3 o. G is an odd circuit. 
4 ~ G consists of a single vertex and loops. 
5 ~ G is isomorphic to the graph Gs,z or GT,~. 
6 ~ G is a tied graph of type (d, k), where d >1 tea, k < t~o. 
7 o. G is a tied graph of type (d, k), where 3 <~ d < ~o, 4 <~ k < ~o. 
8 o. G is a tied graph of type (57, 2), 
PROOF: Obviously each of graphs 1 o to 8 ~ is a strongly geodetic graph. 
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To prove the converse, let G be a strongly geodetic graph of type (d, k). 
According to Theorem 1, G is either a forest (hence we have the case 1 ~ 
or a tied graph (and hence k < l%). I f  G is an infinite graph, we obviously 
have the case 6 ~ Let G be a finite graph. If  k < 2, we have either 2 ~ or 4 o. 
I f  k = 2 or 3, then owing to [7] we have one of the cases 3 ~ , 5 ~ , 8 ~ .
I f k  >~ 4, then one of the cases 3 ~ and 7 ~ occurs. Q.E.D. 
REMARK. The structure of the graphs of classes 1 o to 50 in Theorem 3 
is clear. The problem of deciding whether a graph in one of the classes 
6 ~ to 8 ~ is uniquely determined (up to isomorphism) by its degree and 
diameter emains unsolved. It is not even certain whether any graphs of 
classes 7 ~ and 8 ~ do exist. In [2] it is proved that tied graphs of the type 
(3, k), where 4 ~ k ~< 8, do not exist. Concerning the graphs of the class 
6 ~ , we have the following result. 
THEOREM 4. For arbitrary infinite cardinal number d and arbitrary 
finite cardinal number k there exists a tied graph of type (d, k). 
PROOF: For k < 2, the assertion of our theorem is trivial. Let us 
suppose that k ~> 2. Let graph G1 have the following properties: (a) it is 
of degree d, (b) its diameter is finite and greater than k, (c) its girth is 
2k q- t (obviously such graphs exist). We connect every pair of vertices of 
G1, the distance between which is greater than k, by a single arc of length k 
consisting of new vertices and edges in such a way that no two new arcs 
have a common inner vertex. Graph G~ so constructed obviously also 
has girth 2k + 1 and diameter > k. For suppose that the diameter of G2 
is k. Then according to statement (3) of Lemma 2, G2 is a strongly geodetic 
graph. This is in contradiction to Theorem 1, because G 2 is not a forest 
and contains vertices of degree 2 and also vertices of degree > 2, hence 
cannot be regular. 
I f  the same operation is made on G2, we shall obtain a graph Gz with 
girth 2k + 1 and with diameter > k, etc. Repeating this process we arrive 
at a sequence S= {G1, G2, G~,...} of graphs with girth 2k § 1 and diameter 
> k. Let us denote by G the union of all graphs of the sequence S. The 
girth of G is 2k + 1. (For suppose that the girth of G is ~< 2k. Then at 
least one of the graphs G~ has also girth ~< 2k; this is a contradiction.) 
Hence the diameter of G is >~ k. Suppose that kc > k. Then there exist 
u, v EVc  so that pc(u, v) > k. Let us choose i in such a way that u, v ~ Vc~ 9 
From the construction it follows that pc~+ (u, v )~ k, hence also 
. . . .  1 
pc(u, v) <<. k. This is a contra&ctlon; hence we have kc = k. Owing to (3), 
G is a strongly geodetic graph. Graph G is not a forest since it contains a 
circuit, hence according to Theorem 1 it is a regular graph. Since the dia- 
meter of G is finite, G is a tied graph. From elementary set-theoretic 
considerations, it follows that G is regular of degree d. Q.E.D. 
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